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Preface 

The advent of anificial earth satellites in 1957-58 opened a ne~ dimension 
in the field of geophysical exploration. Discovery of the earth'!> radiation 
bclcs. consisting of energetic electrons and ions (chieOy protons) trapped 
by the geomagncti<.: field, followed <1 lmo l immediately [ I. 2]. This largely 
unexpected development spurre<l a continuing interest in magnetospheric 
ex ploration, which so far has led lo the launching of several hundred 
carefully instrumented spacecrnft. 

Since their di ·covcry, the radiation belts have been a subject of 
intensive thcor~t ical analysis also. Over the years. a semiquantitative 
understanding of the governing dynamical processes has gradually evol
ved. The underlying kincmaL ical framework of radiation-belt cheory 
is given by the adiabatic theory of charged-part iclc motion [3], and 
lhe interesting dynamical phenomena arc associa ted with the violation 
of one or more of the kinematical invariants of a<l iabat ic motion. 

Among the most important of the operative dynamical processes 
arc those that aet in a stocha:;;tic ma11ner upon the radiation-bell part icles. 
Such stochastic..: processes lead to the diffusion of particle distributions 
with respect 10 the adiabatic invariants. The observational data ind icate 
that some form of particle d iffu,;ion rlays an essential role in virtually 
every aspect of the radiation bclts. 

With radiation-belt physics now in its second decade, it seems desira
ble that the existing observational and lh~oretical knowledge of radia
tion-belt dynamic~ be consolidated into a unific<l presentation. T his 
indeed is one purrose of the presen t series of monographs. Two of 
the earlier volumes of Physic' uml Chemisrry i11 Space have lrcalc<l 
the subjects of geomagnetic micropulsations [4] and adiabatic chargci.1-
particle motion in the magnetosphere [ 5], respectively. The present 
volume is concerned principally with the diffusion processes that affect 
radiation-belt particles. Some of these diffusion prm:cs es can cause 
energetic particks to precipitate into the atmosphere, thereby creating 
the aurora. as dc~t:ribed in the fourth volume of this series [6]. 

Readers ma~ find previous volumes of this series useful references 
for a more elaborate discussion of geomagnetic-activity indices [ 4] and 
adiabatic motion [5] tban can be giwn here. To the ex tenl that adiabatic 
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im,anants arl! d1-.cus ·ed in the pn:sent volume !Chapter IJ. the\ ,in.: 
!rcated from the I lam1ltoruun viewpoint [7]. :.1ncc 1h1' formui,111un 
1s esix->c1ally su11ahlc for :.ub..,equcnt application to the anal) ~i:. uf p.trt id..: 
d11Tu ... 1on: In tlw. an? other rc ... ~cb. an effort ha~ been made to rrescnt 
the C\l'\tlllg '>lah: nl I.. no\\ kdgt: m a manner that is instrncm·el) nO\'d. 

Rad1at1on-~lt phy:.1~ 1:. c:.pcciull) m\.ardmg m that rt rcqum ..... 
a do..,c collaboration ol 1dca:. between lhe observational and theoretic.ii 
sphere-; Pi.:rh.tp') the nccc~tl) fo r this collaboration arises from the 
fac1 Iha~ (,1s in .tn) environmental science) lhere can Ix no hoix of 
concrolltng the entire magnetosphere by experimental technique, or 
C'vcn of mea:.uring all the panui1eters that may havl.": a hearmg on 
the dyna1111l:al phenomena, Hy the <;ame token. the environment i~ -,um
c icr~l I~ cum rle,\ tha1. then: can be no hope of theoretically prcdk:ting 
rad1at 1011-helt buhavror solely from a set of mathcma1ical postula11.:s. 
Jnstcad, th<.· thuorct ica l groundwork only makes it possible to relate 
one set of obscrv:ilions lo another, The governing diffusion cq uuti~)ns 
may be known in analyucal form, but the transport cocllicicnts tha1 
enter them arc esi.enllally cmpiricaL 

The principal purpose:. of this book are {l) to con\'ey a !-lUan111at1ve 
undernandmg of the fundamental ideas prevalent in radiauon-bclt theo
ry, and('.:?) Lo instruct the reader in hm., lo recogmzc the\ ariow. diffusion 
procc'i:o.es 111 olN:r\'al1onal data, and how then Lo cx1ract numerical 
v~1lu~ for lhl' n.•lc,,rnl tran~porl codlic1ents. Since the subject is rather 
spcciali/cd, the book will be of V'.tJue primarily to those who han: a 
profes:>ronal interest m the !lUbject. This prime audience \\Ould rndude 
.ict1\ e rcsc.irchers m the field of space physics. post-doctoral sc1ent1sts 
redirect mg their mtcr1..>sh from another branch of physic:.. and gr .1duate 
stut.lcni:. 'cc!..ing tu do thesis research on the topic of radiation-belt 
dynamit:, The boo!.. rs probably unsuitabk asa graduah.:-cour-.c textbm>!.. 
(unlco.;~ ll 'iL'tl in 1.:onjum:tion \~ith other \Olumes-in the scrit:s). but should 
scrv~ well a~ a rt:fcrcn<.:c work. Moreover. although the applications 
spec1fically crtcd refer lo the earth's magnetosphere. many of the basic 
ideas arc current tn the understanding of laboratory-plasma devices 
and non-terrestrial mag:111:1ospheres. 

Whil1.: lhc rrcscnl volu me is essentially self-comained, some sections 
offer much more difficult rc~1ding than others. The reader should Ji!cl 
fr~c to pass owr thllst: poruons that least interest bjm, accept rng 011 

fa ith (whi.:rc necessary) the validity of such intermediarc resu lts thut 
find subsequent application, l· or the more critical reader. an a11emp1 
has bL"i:n made to md1eate the basic justification fo r the var iou~ analytk:al 
proccdun .. ~. JI though li ttle allcntion has been given to matht:mal i1.:al 
rigor in the formal '>Cll~c. 

Preface VII 

References to the literature arc numbered approximately in order 
of lirst citation. The:.e numbers (in -.4uare hrad .. c~l are ke)-cd to ..i 

list that appears al the end of the \Olumc The length of the reference 
list has been hdd lo the mmrmum consistent ~ ith the avoidance of 
plagiarism. Th.:: li'>I includ1.."' a f cw trul) claS!\1c p.tpcrs in the licld. 
a few sources of supplementary mrunna11on too complicated for indu~ion 
here. and the sources of ob~n.11 1011.11 and 1hcore11cal data used in 
ligures and lables. or ot herwise mvoh'll in 'upport of an argument. 
The list is therefore not rcprcsentauvc of the c'.\c.·dkn1 contributions 
of man} im estigaton.. and 15 not 111tcndl!d to be usL'tl for scorekceptng 
purposes. 

The authors arc pka~cJ 10 thank their man) colleagues whose sugges
tions have helped to optim i1.c the pre:-.cntalion of current ideas in this 
monograph, especia.lly Dr. J. G. Rol.!dt:rcr, Dr. J. M. Cornwall. Dr, 
T. A. Farley. Dr. M. Walt, Dr. G. A. Paulikas. De J. B. Blake. Dr, 
W. L. Brown, Dr. H. C. Koons, Lk A. I:viat•H, Dr. Y. T. Chiu, Dr. 
A L. Vampola, Dr. D . P. Stl.!rn, IJr. A. I Jasegawa, and Ms. C G. 
Maclennan. Finally, it is a pleasure to thunk Miss Doreen Bracht for 
1yping tbe final manuscript. 

August 197> \it ichael Schulz 

L. .I. Lan7erotti 
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Introduction 

T he earth's radiation belts consist of energetic electrons and ions (mostly 
protons) who emotion is controlled by the geomagnetic fi eld. Radiation
belt particle typically have energies ranging upward from 100 kc\/, 
and t:ach is constrained by the field to execute a rather complicated 
orbital motion that encircles the earth with a characteristic dr!fi period 
(typically tens of minutes). Thus, the particles are magnetically tra ppoo 
by the earth's field. 

Ideally. the radiation belts arc mapped by means of satellite-borne 
sensors that distinguish between particle species and count the differential 
unidirectional particle nux at each energy and pitch angle of interest, 
and at all points in space. Practical considerations generally limit the 
available information quite severely. but a reasonable picture of the 
earth's radiation environment can be assembled from the available data. 
For example, Fig. 1 provides a contour plot of the observed omnidirec-
1 irma/ electron flux (integrated over all d irections of incidence relative 

LOG1o 14 ~ 
t cm-? se:- l 

E > 0.5 MeV 
O\IN10IRECTIONAL 

Fig. L Contours of constant integral dcctron flux /4, in the earth"s radiation 
cnvironmcnl [8). Shudcd regions correspond to l .i,,,> I0° cm - i sec - 1. 



4 Introduction 

neutral sheet is immersed in a plasma sheet, whose currents arc in 
fact those responsible for maintaining the magnetic configuration de
scribed above. Various collective excitations of this plasma lead to 
a nonvanishinf] electrical resistivity. and so an electrostatic field appears 
across the nightside magnetosphere from east to west. In reality, this 
field extends across the dayside magnetosphere as well, and leads to 
a sunward convection of magnetospheric plasma [ 11] by virtue of the 
Ex B drift (see below). This electrostatic field is therefore called the 
convection eleccric.field: it extends across the magnetosphere from dawn 
to dusk. Thesunward plasma flow caused by this electric field counterbal
ances an outward flow induced in a "viscous·· boundary layer ( .--.. 100 km 
thick) by a plasma-kinetic interaction between the solar wind and Lhe 
rnagnetospheric plasma [ 12]. It is this "viscous·· interaction (which 
probably involves several distinct plasma wave modes and instabilities) 
that is ultimately responsible (quite indirectly) for formation of the 
neutral sheet and geomagnetic tail. 

As suggested above. the plasma sheet may be a repository for plasma 
of interplanetary origin. In add ition, hydroge11 plasma from each polar 
ionosphere is believed to flow outward along field lines that extend 
into the magnetotail. This flow. known as the polar wind. results from 
an ambipolar electric field established by electrons, protons, and oxygen 
ions (0+) in the ionosphere. The ambipolar field is sufficiently strong 
to eject the lighter ions (H +) against the restraint of gravity. It is 
presumed that some portion of the polar wind enters the plasma sheet, 
while the remainder escapes to interplanetary space. 

Were it not for the rotation of the earth, all coJd magnetosphcric 
plasma of ionospheric origin would also escape. The sunward now 
induced by the convection electric field would transport this plasma 
either directly to interplanetary space, or at least to the ··viscous" bound
ary layer of the magnetosphere (see above). ln fact, the earth's rotation 
creates an electrostatic field whose equipotential surfaces form closed 
shells. Cold plasma (by defin ition) follows trajectories that coincide 
with equipotential surfaces of the superimposed electric fields. Some 
of these surfaces form closed shells only weakly distorted from equipoten
tia ls or the corotatio11 electric .field. O~bers form open surfaces only 
weakly distorted from equipotentials of the convection electric field, 
and these intersect the magnetopausc. The open equipotential surfaces 
intersect the 1onosphere at high latitudes, but below the limi t of open 
(to the tail) field lines that define the magnetic polar cap and carry 
the polar wind. Ionospheric plasma from these latitudes nows upward 
into the magnetosphere as the polar wind does, but is removed from 
the magnetosphere by convection across closed field lines to the bound
ary. The result is a high-latitude tro11gh in ionospheric density, and 
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the associated flow is sometimes called the trour;h wi11d. The upward 
now velocity here is generally smaller than in the polar wind. 

Closed equipotential surfaces of the magnetospheric electric field 
(convection plus corotation) intersect the ionosphere at low and middle 
latitudes. Since cold plasma from the ionosphere cannot escape the 
magnetosphere either along open field lines or open equipotentials from 
this region, the associated magnetospheric plasma can build up an 
appreciable density and anain diffusive equilibrium with the ionosphere. 
In fact, the ''last" closed equipotential surface is closely associated with 
a morphological feature known as the 11lasmllpl111Se, across which the 
observed plasma density can vary by three orders of magnitude over 
a distance - I 000 km in the equatorial plane. Beyond the plasma pause 
a cold-plasma density -1 cm - 3 is typical. Within the plasma.sphere, 
which is bounded by the plasma pause, densities -103 to 104 cm - 3 

SOLAR 

WIND 
SHEET 
I 
l 

Fig. 3. Distribution (shaded areas) and flow pattern (solid arrows) of magnetospheric 
plasma (E~ 10 keV)jn the equatorial plane. Dashed arrows indicate current pattern. 
The plasmasphcrc is the shaded region inside the plasmapausc. 

are usual [13]. Figw·e 3 is a polar view of the magnetospheric equatorial 
plane in which the various electric equipotentials and regions of plasma 
concentration are indicated schematically 3. 

3While the plasmasphere contains truly cold plasma (temperature ~ l eV), 
the plasma sheet has a proton temperature -6 keV. 



6 Introduct1on 

As distinguished from cold plasma, there exists a class of particles 
(hot plasma) whose motion is governed not o nly by magnetosphcric 
convection and corotation fields, but also by drifts related to the gradient 
and curvature of the local magnetic field B. By contrast with the encrgy
and chargc-indcpenqent drift caused by an electric field E, plasma drifts 
related to V 1 Band oB/os (gradient and curvature. wheres is a coordinate 
measured along B) increase monotonkally with particle energy and 
proceed in a direction determined by the signature of the particle charge 
q. As a rather general rule. application of a force F to a particle confined 
by a magnetic field results in a drift velocity vd= (c/q B2)F x B, where 
c is the speed of light (see Sect ion Ul.6). In ca<;e F=qE, this formula 
is valid whenever it predicts L'd<c. Otherwise, the requirement is that 
vd~ t'. where v is the total velocity of the ~1rticl e. Curyature drift, 
for example. is driven by the ce~trifugal force F= nw f (iJB/fls), where 
m is the particle mass and r11 = v · B. 

A typical magnitude for the convection electric field is 5 µ Y /cm 
[14]. On an azimuthal-<lrifl o rbiL having a dia meter -8 earth radii 
{ ~ 5 x 10'> cm), therefore.a typical particle energy - 25 keV might charac
terize the hoL plasma. for which electric and grad ient-curvature drifts 
are supposed to be of comparable importance. In fact, the majority 
of magnetosphcric particle energy resides in protons of this type, the 
spatial distribution of which often exhibits a peak density <I cm- ·1. 
The gyration of these particles in a fi eld - IOO y can produce a significant 
diamagnetic effect locally, and the ring curre/1/ associated with their 
drifts (and modified by diamagnetic effects) can produce a field depression 
observable even at the earth's surface [15]. Electrons ..... 25 keV in energy 
are found to produce a smaller, but still significant, contribution to 
the ring current (perhaps 25 °/r, of the total). Trajectories of ring-current 
particles (Fig. 4) can follow either open or closed surfaces, depending 
upon energy, particle species, a nd location in space [5]. This is true 
even though the field lines on which r ing-current (hot-plasma) partides 
reside typically generate closed drift shells for particles of much larger 
energy (e. y .. > I MeV). 

In practice. the hot magnetospheric plasma is easily distinguished 
from the coexisting cold plasma, which has a temperature ,.._ I eY [ 16]. 
In view of the typical electric-field magnitude (5 µV /cm), gradient and 
curvature drifts must be negligible for particle energies :SI keY. T he 
demarcation between ring-current (hot-plasma) and radiation-heh par
ticles is somewhat more nebulous. Ideally, a radiation-belt particle should 
be suffi ciently energetic that the steady magnetospheric electric field 
exerts no significant influence on the drift trajectory. In this limit the 
drift shell, generated by specifying an initial location in space and 
local pitch angle cos - 1 (v· B), is independent of particle energy. Moreover, 
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Fig. 4. Adiabatic flow pattern of magnetospheric proton~ (F-10 '.!OOkeV) in 
the equatorial plane. Dashed curve~ represent boundartc~ of plasma sheet an<l 
plasmaspherc. 

the mirror jleld (denoted B,,,), i.e., the magnitude of B al which v · B= 0. 
remains const<:1nt as the particle drifts in azimuth. Thus. a radiation-belt 
particle for which v remains perpendicular to Bat all times will experience 
only gradient drift, and so its drift motion will trace a contour of 
constant magnetic-field intensity o n the equatorial surface {Fig. 5). From 
this viewpoint, the magnetic c.-quator is the set of all points at wh ich 
the magnitude of B attains a relative minimum with respect to displace
ment along the field line, i. e., the set of points for which c B/t \= 0 
and 02 B/Ds 2 > 0. 

Strictly speaking, the convenient idealization of ignoring the steady 
E field should be a pplicabk only for p<irtide cncrgic~ ;:::200kcV. It 
is customary, however. to analyze charged-particle behavior not only 
in this limit, but also for energies as low as ..... 40 keV. within the general 
framework of radiation-belt theory. For many purposes the steady 
magnetospheric electric field plays a complicating but nonessential role 
in the analysis at energies in the range 40- 200 keV. In o ther situations 
the inclusion of E is absolutely necessary. The degree of analytical 
sophistication required in the treatment of any given lopic in radiation
belt dynamics is usually indicated by the quality of the available data. 
T he question of whether to include E falL within this context. 

The dynamical behavior of radiation-belt par t icle~ is most con
veniently expressed and most easily visualized within the kinematica l 
framework of the adiabatic theory of charged-particle motion f 3]. /\ 
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Pig. 5. Adiabatic drift paths of equalorially mirroring charged particles 
(£<: 200 kcV). Protons drift westward (clockwise) and electrons eastward. 

particle whose azimuthal drift motion defines a closed shell coincident 
with closed field lines at all longitudes can be assigned a set of three 
adiahatic invariants, which are (apart from dimensional constants) identi
fiable with the canonical momenta (action variables) of Hamilton-Jacobi 
theory [7]. As long as the particle remains undisturbed by forces varying 
suddenly on the drift time scale, the three adiabatic invariants are 
conserved quantities. The lransformation to action-angle variables thus 
provides a kinematical framework in which the static and quasi-static 
characteristics of the magnetosphere are suppressed. Preservation of 
the adiabatic invariants is analogous to force-free rectilinear motion, 
in which the three components of linear momentum are separately 
conserved. 

Geophysically interesting dynamical phenomena related to radiation
bclt physics involve the violation of one or more adiabatic invariants. 
Such violation can be caused by particle-particle coJlisions, by wave-par
ticle interactions, or by sufficiently sudden temporal changes in magneto
spheric fields. Adiabatic invariants can be violated separately or in 
combination, depending upon the spatial structure and temporal char
acter of the disturbing forces. Radiation-belt particles can be active 
conspirators in creating the disturbing forces, or they can be passive 
victims (test particles) to forces not of their own making. The various 
non-adiabatic perturbations tbat act upon geomagnetically trapped par-
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tides are unified, however, by an essential elemenl of randomness, in 
that they distinguish among otherwise equivalent particles according 
to the instantaneous va lue (mod 2 n) of a phase variable associated 
with the quasi-periodic unperturbed (adiabatic) motion. 

Since the conditions of observation typically preclude the distinction 
of particle phases over time scales longer than a few drift periods, 
the day-to-day evolution of the earth's radiation belts cannot be traced 
with deterministic detail. Thus, for essentially all practical purposes, 
radiation-belt observations arc phase-averaged. Moreover, the phase
avcraged non-adiabatic evolution of the radiation belts proceeds via 
Brownian motion in ca11onical-momentum space, i.e. , by diffusion of 
the particle distribution among values of the adiabatic invariants. 

Because particle diITusion in the radiation belts is best formulated 
in terms of the adiabatic invariants, a working knowledge of adiabatic 
theory is prercquisile lo an understanding of particle diffusion. For 
this reason, lhe ent ire first chapter of the present volume is devoted 
to the adiabatic motion of charged particles, as applied to simple models 
of the earth's magnetosphere. The second and third chapters cover 
the theory of selected dynamical processes that violate adiabalic invar
iants and consequently lead to particle diffusion. The fourth and fifth 
chapters describe the interprelalion and analysis of observational data 
having quanlitalive significance in terms of radial and pitch-angle diffu
sion, and the final (sixth) chapter briefly summarizes the present state 
of knowledge concerning particle diffusion in the radiation belts. 


